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The Civic Media Observatory is a research method deployable in relation to key events and trends to 
find, assess, describe and analyze information, grounded in the following: 

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE — clarifies subtext and context 

EDITORIAL RIGOR — helps partners decode the underlying narrative framing of media, and thereby 
assess their meaning, value or threat 

CIVIC IMPACT SCORE — evaluates material based on potential benefit or harm to civic discourse, in 
accordance with international human rights norms 

SUGGESTED ACTIONS — a range of tactics to inform journalistic coverage, support content 
moderation and platform governance strategies, and help frame research, to promote the protection 
of human rights within the media environment 

The core of the Civic Media Observatory is the INVESTIGATION—the focus of the research in a given 
instance. Investigations focus on THEMES—events, trends or phenomena.  

The researchers working on an Investigation classify, analyze and assign a measure of civic impact 
to MEDIA ITEMS—social and other online media, mainstream media and offline content—and 
suggest further ACTIONS to be taken. 

Researchers also identify NARRATIVE FRAMES—the dominant narratives used to debate themes. 

In addition to time-limited Investigations, the Civic Media Observatory will also MONITOR media 
ecologies that are likely to be the subject of Investigations. 

[ OVERVIEW ]
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Discover
Media item 
collected.

Capture

Full text and 
screenshots 
entered into 

platform; item 
assigned to 

researcher with 
local knowledge.

Describe

Researcher annotates item with metadata, 
describes and analyzes meaning, and 

assigns it a theme, a media frame, and a 
civic impact score.

Analyze Score Action

Analysis may 
trigger actions such 

as writing a story, 
reporting item to 
moderators, or 
more research. 

[ WORKFLOW ]
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hateful, inciting, illegal, disinforming or otherwise 
harmful material, with a large audience, coordinated 
activity and likely to result in harm 

hateful, inciting, illegal, disinforming or otherwise 
harmful material without mass audience or 
coordinated activity; or false or misinforming material 
with a mass audience 

false, misinforming, inaccurate or biased material 

material containing no substantive information/
knowledge 

generally accurate material with little influence or 
importance 

accurate, original material that has value and 
importance 

accurate, highly original material that expands 
understanding and deserves a wide audience  

[ SCORING ]
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Presidential and congressional 
elections About Bolivia's presidential
and congressional elections, including party 
platforms and candidate statements

Racism and classism Authoritarian
governments hide the scale of the pandemic, 
and hide corruption and other behaviors that 
make the pandemic worse

Indigenous peoples Policies and
actions directed at or affecting indigenous 
peoples on their ancestral lands 

Developments since the October 21 
political crisis  Policies and actions
of the government that came to power after 
the October 21 2019 political crisis

Treatment and cure of COVID-19 
Medical and research and intervention, folk 
remedy, miracle cure and other efforts to 
treat and cure COVID-19

[ DOMINANT THEMES ]

PAST MONTHENTIRE PERIOD
Education and COVID-19 Effects of the
pandemic on access to and quality of 
education

National elections and indigenous 
people How Bolivia's indigenous population
experiences and interfaces with the 
electoral system at national, regional and 
local level

Presidential and congressional 
elections About Bolivia's presidential
and congressional elections, including party 
platforms and candidate statements

Indigenous peoples Policies and
actions directed at or affecting indigenous 
peoples on their ancestral lands

Aymara language The use of the Aymara
language on social media and in public life
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Indigenous peoples are despised by 
all public authorities and political 
leaders Indigenous peoples are exploited by
the MAS party, despised by right-wing parties 
and ignored by media

MAS party supporters are ignorant 
savages who obstruct Bolivia's 
development The poor, often indigenous,
rural people who support the MAS party are 
easily manipulated because of their low mental 
capacity

State authorities are incapable of 
running the country The public sector does
not have the technical or strategic skills to 
manage the country

Civil society is more effective than 
the government Individuals and NGOs provide
services more effectively than the government 

After 14 years out of power, the 
Bolivian right is out for revenge The
Bolivian right is even more dangerous because 
after years out of power, they are now seeking 
revenge. Bolstered by the military, they are 
likely to further their economic interests by 
plundering state coffers and postpone elections

[ DOMINANT NARRATIVE FRAMES ]

PAST MONTHENTIRE PERIOD
The Bolivian government has neglected 
the education of Aymara children 
during the pandemic  Idea that education
measures put in place during the pandemic fail 
to take into account the siltation of Aymara 
children

Indigenous peoples are savage and 
ignorant The belief that indigenous peoples
in Bolivia are uneducated, stupid, and 
uncivilized

The State is neglecting its 
responsibilities with regard to the 
education system The idea that the Bolivian
government has abandoned the principles of 
public schooling and has abdicated some of the 
responsibility to private schools

MAS party supporters are ignorant 
savages who obstruct Bolivia's 
development The poor, often indigenous,
rural people who support the MAS party are 
easily manipulated because of their low mental 
capacity 

The 2020 Election will be fraudulent 
Idea that that the only way the MAS party can 
lose is through voting fraud
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NARRATIVE FRAME 

According to this narrative, the poor, often indigenous, rural 
supporters of the MAS party are people of low mental capacity 
who are only capable of obeying orders, are easily manipulated 
by media and can be blackmailed with offerings of money, land, 
goods or influence.  

Terms used to refer to this group include “horde” or “mob,” “sons 
of llama and rocks,” and “human beasts.”  

It is notable that this stereotype is applied by Bolivia’s political 
elites primarily to MAS’s rural and indigenous supporters and not 
to urban white Bolivians and people from other social sectors 
who support the party.  

While Evo Morales and the MAS party sought to introduce 
policies to improve the status of rural and indigenous people 
validating Bolivian indigenous identity, this characterization—
which has deep roots in Bolivia's history—and the colonial 
attitudes that inform it have persisted and resurface often in 
political discourse.  

The situation is compounded by the fact that political parties 
and candidates, including MAS, instrumentalize cultural issues 
at their convenience. 

“MAS party supporters are 
ignorant savages who obstruct 

Bolivia's development”

In the lead-up to the general elections in Bolivia this year, 
racist narratives appear to be stronger and more direct than 
they were during the 2019 campaign.  

Racism against indigenous people has always existed in 
Bolivia, and political discourse has traditionally had racist 
(anti-indigenous) and classist undertones. Since the 2019 
post-electoral crisis that led to Evo Morales’ departure from 
the country, insults and verbal attacks against Aymara 
people appear to have become more direct, and 
discrimination is more "open" than before, raising concerns 
that there may be disturbances during the elections. 

“Indigenous peoples are 
savage and ignorant”
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OLDER 
EXAMPLE 

[ MEDIA ITEM ]

Description Video posted on Facebook using violent racist language in an effort to "unify" the “good” people of 
Mairana, a small town located near to Santa Cruz de la Sierra and one of the economic engines in the Santa 
Cruz valleys, against the “villainous” militants of Evo Morales’ MAS party.  

Context This video refers to a second "aggression" against Mairana’s residents and shows images of both 
confrontations. The first "aggression" was in October 2019, when a group of MAS militants passed through 
Mairana on their way to a protest in Santa Cruz. Mariana residents bombarded the militants with stones and 
missiles so they could not pass. Later that same day the militants returned with reinforcements and ambushed 
their “opponents" in a confrontation that lasted two hours. The second aggression was in May 2020 during 
quarantine. As the protesters were migrants from western Bolivia, they are associated with the MAS party. This 
video seeks to promote the idea that people born and raised in Mairana are different from people from western 
Bolivia who have migrated to Mairana and nearby valleys, portraying the latter as uncivilised and prone to 
violent behavior. 

Possible impacts Promotes polarization and racism. 

Theme/s  
State governance 

Developments since the 
October 21 political crisis 

Anti-lockdown protests 

Narrative frames  
MAS party supporters are 
ignorant savages who 
obstruct Bolivia's 
development 

Popularity  
501 Facebook shares 

Civic impact -3 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/30k0erF 

Publication date 
May 22, 2020

BO_59  MAIRANA SE RESPETA!! (Mairana 
respects itself!!)
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https://bit.ly/30k0erF
https://airtable.com/tblql83X6vbr6VNWh/viwKfUhG1kGCC0Qse/recuzVtG3BrNmAB2D


[ MEDIA ITEM ]
Description Meme posted on Facebook 
discrediting the struggles for justice of 
peasant women, miners and MAS 
militants. The item uses an image from a 
pro-Morales protest during the 2019 
electoral crisis when men dressed as 
members of Bartolina Sisa, an 
organization of peasant women. The 
meme allegedly shows the same 
individual dressed on one occasion as a 
man and during the protest as a woman, 
suggesting that the peasant organization 
resorted to recruiting men as there were 
not enough women. 

Context During the 2019 post-electoral 
crisis, the MAS party staged a fake miners 
march (the marchers were in fact 
employees of the state 
telecommunications and energy 
companies), and men dressed up as 
women to participate in a peasant woman 
organization.  

This meme was shared when Bartolina 
Sisa was accused of misuse of state 
assets after a state ambulance was 
alleged to have been found being used for 
the organization’s work. The organization 
rejected the accusation, claiming it was an 
instance of persecution by the Áñez 
administration.  

The meme’s creator employs a play on the 
words of the between MAS slogan 
"Change in process" and idea of 
transitioning from a man to a transgender 
woman.  

Possible impacts In mischaracterizing 
and minimizing the struggles of 
historically disenfranchised social sectors, 
this item contributes to the polarization of 
Bolivian society. 

Theme/s  
Racism and classism 

Narrative frames  
MAS party supporters are 
ignorant savages who 
obstruct Bolivia's 
development 

Popularity  
10K shares, 151 
comments, 595 reactions 

Civic impact -2 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/348U0Mt 

Publication date 
July 22, 2020

BO_138  Un día son #mineros, el 
siguiente #bartolinas y así... (They are 
miners one day, the next day they are 
#bartolinas and so on...)
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https://bit.ly/348U0Mt
https://airtable.com/tblql83X6vbr6VNWh/viwKfUhG1kGCC0Qse/rec6ktRsQBGlpfZ3M


[ MEDIA ITEMS ]

Summary Two social media posts employing derogatory language to 
describe political candidates of indigenous ethnicity.  

The first features an image of MAS parliamentary candidate Reynaldo 
Ezequiel, wearing a garland of vegetables, with the caption, “the pig is 
already seasoned.”  

The second is a news report in which senate president Eva Copa is 
referred to as an “imilla”, an Aymara term meaning “girl” or “unmarried” 
often used as an insult to refer describe somebody as ignorant.  

Context These items illustrate a common trend of comparing 
indigenous people to animals or questioning their level of intelligence. 

BO_222  Eva Copa es una imilla, que se va a 
comparar con nuestra presidenta (Eva Copa is an 
“imilla" who cannot be compared with our president)

BO_221  Ya lo éstan condimentando a cochinaldo  
(The pig is being seasoned) 

Theme/s National elections and indigenous people 

Narrative frames Indigenous peoples are savage and 
ignorant 

Popularity  309 reactions, 14 comments, 57 shares 
(BO_221), 1.2K reactions, 887 comments, 351 shares 
(BO_222) 

Civic impact -3 (BO_221), -2 (BO_222) 

Post hyperlink  https://bit.ly/3kYhsmn (BO_221), 
https://bit.ly/2Sd5OHT (BO_222)
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https://airtable.com/tblql83X6vbr6VNWh/viwKfUhG1kGCC0Qse/rec36m6GtrgslJVtm
https://airtable.com/tblql83X6vbr6VNWh/viwKfUhG1kGCC0Qse/recnkmrrXFbnDeIbO
https://bit.ly/3kYhsmn
https://bit.ly/2Sd5OHT


NARRATIVE FRAME 

According to this narrative, after 14 years in power, Evo Morales’ MAS 
party contributed nothing to Bolivia and was in fact mired in corruption.  

This narrative invokes the cautionary specter of socialist countries 
such as Cuba and Venezuela to stoke the fears of sympathizers and to 
capitalize on existing discontent with Morales and the MAS party.  

“Evo Morales' MAS party left Bolivia in ruins”
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]

Description This Tik Tok video criticizes the supposed economic differences between 
Evo Morales's militants and Evo Morales. The video shows two backgrounds- a typical 
Bolivian neighborhood in a town with little houses and streets versus a modern palace 
with a pool. The militant is shown as an impoverished person that idealizes Morales 
while Morales is shown as a rich person who looks down on others.  

Context In 14 years of government, Evo Morales's party (MAS) has faced several 
corruption investigations. None of these included Morales himself, but they did include 
his close collaborator and (supposed) romantic partner and mother-in-law. There is no 
proof that Morales stole millions, as candidates in the upcoming general election have 
claimed.  

Possible impacts While satirical, the item uses false information about Evo Morales to 
provoke an emotional response. It has a large audience and this author usually creates 
content with this tone. 

Theme/s  
Corruption 

Narrative frames  
Evo Morales' MAS party 
left Bolivia in ruins 

Popularity  
47 TikTok shares, 5,810 
likes, 486 comments. 

Civic impact -1 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/3igoNvK 

Publication date 
July 7, 2020

BO_156  Se hacen o son ?  
(Are you pretending [to be 
dumb] or are you really 
[dumb]?)
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https://bit.ly/3igoNvK
https://airtable.com/tblql83X6vbr6VNWh/viwKfUhG1kGCC0Qse/recLiGDdDwkjgxq3O


OLDER 
EXAMPLE 

[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description Social media image 
displaying portraits of Bolivian political 
actors accused of social disruption and 
participating in electoral fraud. The 
featured individuals are congress 
leaders and candidates from Evo 
Morales’ MAS party. The captions on 
the image read: “These few delinquents 
speak on behalf of all Bolivians” and 
“These corrupt, narco-trafficking, 
terrorist MAS-ists are the people in 
charge of financing and disrupting the 
country.”  

Context The item was published a 
week after the corruption case in which 
the Añez government was accused of 
buying overpriced respirators was 
unveiled.  

Subtext The individuals shown in this 
graphic are all linked to Western Bolivia, 
evoking the traditional split and 
polarization between the country’s east 
and west, Andean versus tropical, 
indigenous versus non-indigenous.  

Possible impacts Items like this 
promote polarization and increase 
hatred and mistrust based on 
geography and ethnicity.

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Developments cine the 
October 21 political crisis 

Corruption 

Narrative frames  
Evo Morales' MAS party 
left Bolivia in ruins 

Popularity  
959 shares, 168 
comments, 246 reactions 

Civic impact -2 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/33b4b3U 

Publication date 
May 26, 2020

BO_29  Los que Convulsionan el País están 
identificados  (The people disrupting our 
country are identified)
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https://bit.ly/33b4b3U
https://airtable.com/tblql83X6vbr6VNWh/viwKfUhG1kGCC0Qse/recagXUcNf1wAkt7W


NARRATIVE FRAME 

Bolivia’s October 18, 2020 election is much-anticipated, following numerous postponements 
due to the COVID-19 crisis. It will be the first Presidential election since the resignation of Evo 
Morales.  

Interim president Jeannine Añez, whose primary role was to prepare the election, has now been 
in power for nearly a year, during which time new policies have been implemented and the 
country steered in a new direction. Political and social polarization also increased across the 
country during this period, and the outcome of this election will determine whether Bolivia 
continues along the road of polarization and unrest, or whether some sense of stability will be 
restored. 

Current front-runner, Luis Arce of the MAS-IPSP party, said in an interview with the Chilean 
newspaper El Mercurio that the only way his party could lose on October 18 would be if election 
fraud were to take place.  

This statement represents a turning of the tables, as in the November 2019 election, it was the 
opposition that accused the MAS party of stealing the election. The ensuing crisis led to citizen 
protests, violent confrontations between members of different political factions, and 
widespread unrest throughout the country. 

“The 2020 election will be fraudulent”
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description Social media graphic 
based on an undated photograph 
showing presidential candidate 
Carlos Mesa (Revolutionary Left 
Front, FRI, party) sitting next to  
Electoral Court Head Salvador 
Romero at what appears to be a 
dinner party, along with a caption 
stating that the pair are planning 
to commit fraud. 

Context The crisis that followed 
the November 2019 election was 
sparked by accusations by the 
opposition of electoral fraud on 
the part of the MAS party. In this 
the current election period, the 
most prominent accusation of 
fraud has come from MAS party 
presidential candidate Luis Arce.   

A photograph showing the a major 
political candidate socializing with 
the head of an impartial electoral 
court could raise some eyebrows, 
though it is unclear when the 
photograph was taken. It is 
important to note that Electoral 
Court Head Romero was named 
to the court during Mesa's first 
term (2003 -2005) as president, so 
it is not unthinkable that the two 
might have a social relationship.  

This fraud narrative has been 
promoted by international leftist 
solidarity groups in Nicaragua. 

Possible impacts This item sets 
out to drum up support for the 
idea, seeded by Arce, that certain 
political figures are planning to 
steal the Bolivian election. As one 
commenter writes: “At the 
slightest suspicion of fraud, I’m 
ready for civil war.”

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Narrative frames  
The 2020 election will be 
fraudulent 

Popularity  
4.2K shares, 1.3K 
reactions, 243 comments; 
This was shared on the 
Facebook Fan Page of the 
President of the Senate 
which has 30K followers  

Civic impact -3 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/3n0pBIN 

Publication date 
September 23, 2020

BO_224  Mesa y Salvador Romero, Alerta! 
Planean Un Fraude (Alert: Mesa and 
Salvador Romero! They're Planning 
Fraud)
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https://bit.ly/3n0pBIN
https://airtable.com/tblql83X6vbr6VNWh/viwKfUhG1kGCC0Qse/recvWutFmoK6EAxDr


[ WORDS TO PAY ATTENTION TO ]

fraude [fraud] 

golpe [coup] 

renuncia [resignation] 

narco [narco] 

caos [chaos] 

pisacoca [coca pickers] 

hordas [hordes] 

turbas [mobs] 

guerra civil [civil war] 

terrorista [terrorist] 

guerrillero [bushwhacker] 

dictadura [dictatorship]
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[ IMAGES TO PAY ATTENTION TO ]
People compared to monkeys

One manifestation 
of racism is the 
labelling of 
indigenous 
Bolivians as 
mentally inferior or 
subhuman.  

Tacú (large pestle)
A tacú is a large 
wooden pestle 
used for cooking 
in eastern 
Bolivia. It is 
employed as a 
symbol in 
protest imagery 
to invite the use 
of it to beat 
anyone who 
thinks differently.    

Manipulated images of burned flags

One way to show contempt 
for an institution is to burn 
its symbols. The wiphala is 
recognized regionally as 
the flag of the indigenous 
people of the Andes. It was 
established by Evo Morales 
as one of the official flags 
of Bolivia and was later as 
instrumentalized as a 
symbol by the MAS party. 
Burning wiphalas is a 
considered a terrible 
offense to Andean peoples 
and was a call to 
polarization and violence in 
the 2019 electoral crisis.  

Guns and weapons

During the 2019 electoral crisis, videos and images of armed 
people went viral and were accompanied with calls for physical 
violence. In the run-up to and during the 2020 election, 
Facebook should look for similar images and messages.
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[ FUTURE ELECTION NARRATIVES TO EXPLORE ]

My opponent has no right to 
campaign in my territory 
because MAS party militants are 
corrupt, fraudsters and/or 
pedophiles 

My opponent has no right to 
campaign in my territory 
because they are right-wing 
militants/fascistS 

Look for racism disguised as 
political criticism, or 
political criticism with racist 
undercurrents (in addition to 
overt racism)
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Presidential and congressional elections About Bolivia's 
presidential and congressional elections, including party 
platforms and candidate statements 

Racism and classism Unequal treatment, discrimination or 
restriction of rights on the basis of cultural identity, ethnic 
origin, physical appearance, educational level 

Developments since the October 21 political crisis  Policies and 
actions of the government that came to power after the October 21 
2019 political crisis 

Mis/dis/mal - information Falsehoods, bias, distortion, and lies 
disrupt our ability to receive accurate information

[ KEY THEMES ]
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The 2020 election will be fraudulent Idea from both parties that the 
upcoming election results will be fraudulent, including beliefs that 
the only way the MAS party can lose is through voting fraud 

The 2020 election was fraudulent Belief, from losing parties, that 
the election results were fraudulent, including beliefs that the only 
way the MAS party could win with such a large margin is through 
voting fraud or that there was an alliance among MAS, Añez, and Mesa 
to avoid the second round of elections 

MAS should seek justice and avenge the 2019 coup that damaged the 
party's reputation Belief that, now that they have won the election, 
MAS would be right to seek justice against the leaders of the 2019 
protests  

The MAS party is out for revenge and will implement authoritarian 
measures Belief that now that it has won the election, the MAS party 
will punish 2019 protest leaders and will use authoritarian measures 
and implement policies harmful to opponents to retain power 

[ KEY NARRATIVE FRAMES ]
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NARRATIVE FRAME 

Bolivia’s October 18, 2020 election was much-anticipated, following numerous postponements due to 
the COVID-19 crisis. It was the first presidential election since the resignation of Evo Morales and the 
first one in which he did not run as a candidate in more than 20 years.  

Interim president Jeannine Añez, whose primary role was to prepare the election, ended up remaining in 
power for nearly a year, during which time new policies were implemented, the country was steered in a 
new direction and political and social polarization increased across the nation.  

Prior to the elections, the main narrative was about the possibility of fraud. Different parties used this 
narrative in an effort to undermine their opponents’ campaigns, the upshot being that the MAS party’s 
defeat—or victory—would be possible only if fraud occurred.  

The winner of the October 18 election, Luis Arce of the MAS-IPSP party, for instance, said in an interview 
with the Chilean newspaper El Mercurio that the only way his party could lose in the first round would be 
if election fraud were to take place.  

That represented a turning of the tables, as in the November 2019 election it was the opposition that 
accused the MAS party of stealing the election due to voting irregularities, which the MAS party denied. 
The ensuing crisis led to citizen protests, violent confrontations between members of different political 
factions, and widespread unrest throughout the country.

"The 2020 election will be fraudulent"
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]
Description Item of disinformation published on 
Facebook by an anti-MAS political analyst back in 
September. The author alleges that MAS was offering 
television sets in return for votes to people living in the 
district of Nemesia Achacollo, a former Morales' 
minister put under house arrest after being accused 
of corruption related to indigenous policy funds. The 
item shows photo of a man and an indigenous 
woman picking up television sets in an Andean 
neighborhood.  

There is no established evidence that the MAS party is 
buying votes with TVs or anything else in 2020 
elections.  

Context Similar claims about this type of corruption, 
especially on the part of MAS, were circulating public 
before 2019 elections, but and no other source 
published similar statements in relation to the 2020 
elections. The user, RONY Analiza, presents himself as 
a lawyer, political scientist and pedagogue, and tends 
to publish sensational, unverified content. His social 
media channels are presented as relating to 
Venezuela, Mexico and Bolivia. The page 
administrators are both in Bolivia. The page was 
created two years ago under its current title. The user 
er also has a popular YouTube channel: https://
www.youtube.com/c/RonyANALIZA/about.  

Commenters on the user's posts usually speak 
against Evo Morales and the MAS party, with the 
occasional diehard saying they would vote for the 
MAS party no matter what. A few noted that the user's 
page was a spreader of misinformation and had done 
the same during the 2019 elections season.  

Possible impacts This item disinforms, feeds 
stereotypes and polarization, and increases tension 
around 2020 election transparency. 

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Racism and classism 

Narrative frames  
The 2020 election will be 
fraudulent 

Popularity  
1.1K reactions, 413 
comments, 7.2K shares 

Civic impact -3 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/3jlgEGY 

Publication date 
September 19, 2020

BO_235  MASISTAS COMPRANDO 
VOTOS!!! ESTAN RECIBIENDO 
TELEVISORES DE LA CASA DE NEMESIA 
ACHACOLLO Y CON EL DINERO DEL 
PUEBLO("Masistas" buying votes. They are 
receiving televisions from the house of 
Nemesia Achacollo and with the money of 
the people)
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]

Description Video posted on Facebook on October 11, a week before the election, by a pro-MAS profile going by the name of 
Kevin Robert. In the video, a person in military uniform claiming to be an officer says that the armed forces supposedly have 
orders from Arturo Murillo, the transitional Bolivian Interior Minister, to attack any MAS party supporter and crack down on 
protests if MAS were to win the October 18 election. The speaker mentions: threats of dishonorable discharge against armed 
forces members who disobey government orders; that personnel have been ordered to practices using weapons supposedly 
used only in the USA; that there is a plan to perpetrate fraud to prevent MAS from winning the elections, and also a plan to 
stage coup in the event that MAS wins the elections. This video was shared with similar captions by a number of pages, 
profiles, and groups. 

Context There was negligence in the handling of the 2019 elections that led people to suspect and claim election fraud. Initially 
people requested a second round of elections, but Morales' mockery of this idea angered many and caused them to change 
their demands and to ask for his resignation. Bolivia was then seized by months of protests, some against Morales and others 
in support. Historically, police officers and the military have negotiated and perpetrated violence on behalf of whoever is 
running the country, and corruption is endemic in both institutions.  

During the 2019 electoral crisis, several videos appeared in which people dresses sometimes nurses, students, doctors, 
military, miners and other figures, and made claims. This kind of content tends of go viral on Bolivian social media. The climate 
in Bolivia before the election suggested that there would be further protests regardless of who won, and the police and the 
military would be involved. 

Possible impacts This item bolsters unsupported claims of fraud, a possible coup and the return of state violence.

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Narrative frames  
The 2020 election will be 
fraudulent 

The army wields too much 
power under the interim 
government 

Popularity  
74K shares, 7.8K reactions, 
5 comments 

Civic impact -3 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/35nXzz9 

Publication date 
October 11, 2020

BO_243  ⚠🔺 #MURILLO🐷  MANDO A MA-T@R A LOS BOLIVIANOS 
(#Murillo orders [the military] to kill Bolivians)
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NARRATIVE FRAME 

The MAS party won the October 18 elections. The results have been accepted by the OAS (Organization of 
American States), interim president Añez and Carlos Mesa, the second runner-up candidate.   

For some anti-MAS groups, however—including those who reluctantly supported Carlos Mesa and especially 
party militants supporting third-place candidate Luis Fernando Camacho, who represents right- to far-right 
religious interests—this result was unsatisfactory. According to them, it doesn't make sense that the MAS 
party won the election, given the 2019 electoral protests and because the actual results were significantly 
different than most of the pre-election polls.  

As a result, Camacho’s supporters have been circulating conspiracy theories and mis/disinformation 
claiming the October 18 election was fraudulent. They are calling for protests to annul the election result and 
the MAS party’s legal status. The paramilitary group Unión Juvenil Cruceñista (Santa Cruz Youth Union) has 
organised a meeting on October 23 to demand the annulment of every party’s legal status.  

This narrative is also based on Christian and anti left-wing conspiracy theories involving national and 
international actors that consider it unusual that "everyone else" seemingly supports the MAS victory, 
including the Añez government, Carlos Mesa, mainstream broadcasters, NGOs and polling companies. 
There are claims that, internationally, there is a supposed pact involving George Soros, US Democrats, China, 
ISIS, Hezbollah, Turkey, Iran, and other unrelated powers to support the MAS victory.

“The 2020 election was fraudulent”
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description Item posted on Facebook purporting to 
be from a social media account of Edgar Villegas, the 
computer engineer who along with colleagues 
claimed to have discovered that voter data had been 
manipulated in the 2019 election. According to this 
item, Villegas had found evidence of fraud in the 2020 
elections and would announce it on a mainstream TV 
program.  

Edgar Villegas has denied having posted any such 
item, and also said he was being pressured to report 
fraud, but would not unless he received actual 
evidence.  

The authenticity of the Facebook profile that posted 
the item could not be confirmed. 

Context Since the October 18 election, certain anti-
MAS groups have sought to promote the idea that 
MAS’ victory occurred as a result of fraud. This item 
cleverly attributes a false claim of fraud to a credible 
figure and a key player in the 2019 protest scenario—
Villegas was one of the computer engineers who 
downloaded all open electoral data in 2019 and, along 
with a group of his colleagues, claimed to have 
discovered irregularities in the vote count. They 
announced their findings on the same eTV program 
mentioned in this item. The interviewer and Villegas 
both received threats after that broadcast.   

A screenshot of this item, along the one in item 
BO_286, was shared in several WhatsApp groups. 
Some of the comments on this item support its 
claims, while others say it is false.  

Possible impacts Item peddles both false 
information and usurps another person’s identity to 
fuel a conspiracy theory and discredit the electoral 
body, state authorities, party delegates, international 
observers, editorial media and research 
organizations.

Theme/s  
Mis/dis/mal - 
information 
Developments since the 
October 21 political 
crisis 
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Narrative frames  
The 2020 election was 
fraudulent 

Popularity  
69 reactions, 26 
comments, 1K shares 

Civic impact -3 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/35jFZfy 

Publication date 
October 20, 2020

BO_285  Comprobado , el mega 
fraude ya  Fue descubierto ... el ing. 
Villegas (Proven, the mega fraud was 
already discovered ... the engineer 
Villegas)
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description Item posted on a pro-Luis Fernando 
Camacho (the third-place candidate) Facebook 
page. According to the item, the voter in the 
video, who planned to vote for Camacho 
discovered that her voting ballot was already 
marked in favour of the MAS party.  

This incident was later announced to be false by 
the electoral notary (the highest electoral 
authority in a electoral precinct) and the 
announcement published by the traditional 
newspaper El Deber.  

Context Narratives about electoral fraud were 
promoted by various political parties before the 
October 18 election. Since the results were 
announced, the party that took third place has 
continued to push the fraud theory.  

This item was published two hours after the 
polls opened on October 18, and has been 
extremely popular on pro-Camacho Facebook 
and WhatsApp groups. 

Even though Camacho's party, CREEEMOS, has 
announced they have evidence of fraud, they 
have not yet shown it publicly nor made official 
claims to the electoral body.  

The comments in this item mostly claim the 
woman in the video is lying to try to annul votes 
in that electoral precinct.  

Possible impacts This item shares false 
information that feeds into the fraud theory and 
creates distrust of the electoral body, state 
authorities, party delegates, international 
overseers, editorial media and research 
organizations in order to undermine elections 
and democracy.

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Narrative frames  
The 2020 election was 
fraudulent 

Popularity  
2.3K reactions, 1.2K 
comments, 6.8K shares 

Civic impact -3 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/2FUwSt6 

Publication date 
October 18, 2020BO_290  #SANTA_CRUZ FUE A VOTAR Y SE 

SORPRENDIÓ PORQUE SU PAPELETA ESTABA 
MARCADA POR EL MAS DENUNCIA ESTA 
SEÑORA 
(#SANTA_CRUZ WENT TO VOTE AND WAS 
SURPRISED BECAUSE HER BALLOT WAS 
MARKED ON BEHALF OF MAS PARTY, THIS 
LADY DENOUNCES)
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description Long, meandering text posted on the Facebook 
page of a pro-Luis Fernando Camacho TV show 
AloMarianelaNoticias on the day after the October 18 election, 
claiming that an array of international and national players of 
varying political persuasions have allegedly colluded to 
orchestrate a fraudulent outcome in the October 18 election in 
Bolivia. The page has a significant number of followers 
(48,756).  

This item claims that fraud was carefully perpetrated on 
behalf of the corrupt and "narco" MAS party by a communist 
network supposedly funded by George Soros that also 
includes Iran, ISIS, Hezbollah, the OAS, US Democrats, right-
leaning Peruvian writer Mario Vargas Llosa, the Añez 
government, the Bolivian electoral commission, other Bolivian 
political parties, Bolivian broadcast television, and left-leaning 
NGO workers. It puts special emphasis on the supposed links 
between TV stations and MAS. 

They author also claims that the MAS party could not possibly 
have received so many votes after having been accused of 
drug-trafficking, pedophilia, corruption and authoritarianism. 

This item does not mention sources, context, history, exact 
accusations, details, or the political leanings of the people 
mentioned.  

Context Also appearing on this Facebook page are items 
promoting similar conspiracy theories about Soros’ alleged 
manipulation of Bolivia's elections to establish a communist 
government. Comments on the item in question mainly 
support this theory, but a few comments criticize the author 
for being conspiratorial and antidemocratic.  

In past years under Morales' leadership, Bolivia was often 
lumped together with Cuba and Venezuela as one of the 
standard-bearers of Latin American far-leftist ideology. One of 
the slogans used by anti-MAS protesters during the 2019 
electoral crisis was: "This is not Cuba, neither Venezuela. This 
is Bolivia and Bolivia has to be respected."  

Possible impacts This disinforming item creates distrust of 
the electoral body, state management, journalism, parties, 
international overseers in order to undermine elections and 
democracy. Facebook should monitor Alomarianelanoticias 
as it often posts items spreading far-fetched and baseless 
conspiracy theories https://www.facebook.com/
AloMarianelanoticias/?ref=page_internal

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Narrative frames  
The 2020 election was 
fraudulent 

Popularity  
2.2K reactions, 725 
comments, 2.4K 
shares; related items 
were found in 
WhatsApp groups 

Civic impact -3 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/3jqpLpU 

Publication date 
October 19, 2020

BO_283  BOLIVIA NO PUEDE 
ADMITIR  EL MAS SUCIO FRAUDE 
OPERADO CUIDADOSAMENTE POR 
LOS COMUNISTAS DE SOROS 
(BOLIVIA CANNOT ADMIT THE 
MOST DIRTY FRAUD CAREFULLY 
OPERATED BY THE COMMUNISTS 
OF SOROS)
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description Video posted on an anti-left 
Facebook account, featuring a woman making 
dramatic and unfounded claims that there 
was electoral fraud because: 
a) it is impossible the MAS party won without
a second round
b) other parties too easily accepted the results
c) she cannot find record of her own vote
having been counted
d) the international left has manipulated
everyone. The main actor would be left-wing 
people from Poland, Brazil, the US, Spain 
e) the polling company CIESMORI has a bad
reputation
f) Santa Cruz (traditionally right-wing) is
despised by Bolivian political powers
She calls for people to wake up and fight 
because that is the will of God.  
The author mentions only theories to foment 
distrust, that lack sources, details, dates, 
places, etc.   

Context This item repeats a common set of 
tropes that have been circulating since the 
election result was announced, especially 
among supporters of Santa Cruz-based 
politician Luis Fernando Camacho, who 
emerged as the third-place candidate in the 
October 18 elections, represents the interests 
of the religious right. In the comments section 
some agree with the video's subject, while 
others ask her to stop peddling lies and 
sowing discord.  

Possible impacts This item shares false 
information that feeds into the fraud theory 
and creates distrust of the electoral body, 
state authorities, party delegates, international 
overseers, editorial media and research 
organizations in order to undermine elections 
and democracy.

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Narrative frames  
The 2020 election was 
fraudulent 

Popularity  
12K reactions, 14K 
comments, 14K shares 

Civic impact -2 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/2TfOhiL 

Publication date 
October 20, 2020BO_287  Porque tan Callados? 

Nos están montando el fraude 
del siglo! 
(Why are you so quiet? They are 
planning a historic fraud!)
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NARRATIVE FRAME 

According to this narrative, the MAS party would be right to try and punish the 2019 protest 
leaders, using authoritarian measures if necessary. The narrative makes claims of justice rather 
than revenge. 

A related narrative is being circulated by MAS opponents, warning that the MAS party is out for 
revenge. 

MAS won the first round of the 2020 elections with more than 50% of the vote and a 25% lead 
over the second-place candidate.  

For MAS supporters, and according to many international narratives, this result invalidates 
claims that the outcome of the 2019 elections was fraudulent, and strengthens MAS’ claims that 
what happened in 2019 was indeed a coup. 

There is great anticipation surrounding MAS’ return to power, related to economy, education and 
health, but one big question is how they will decide to deal with their opponents, and especially 
the members of Añez’s transitional government, opposition candidates, members of the military 
and police. 

“MAS should seek justice and avenge the 2019 coup that 
damaged the party's reputation”
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description Graphic posted on the Facebook 
page of Satucos ORURO, a controversial 
parastatal group that defended the MAS party 
during the Morales administrations, featuring 
eight Bolivian TV journalists and accusing 
them of supporting the 2019 coup. The 
caption says: “Prison for these information 
terrorists” 

Context In early October 2020, Evo Morales 
said in an interview that "something must be 
done about the media,” calling them 
accomplices of the coup. Morales' relationship 
with the press throughout his 14 years in 
power was always adversarial; he often 
attacked critics by labelling them tools of the 
right-wing or the US imperialism. As a result of 
selective channeling of government 
advertising, as well as purchases by MAS 
party supporters of once-critical media 
outlets, independent media has significantly 
decreased in Bolivia over the past 14 years.  

There have reportedly been increased calls for 
certain people to be placed in jail, with no 
mention of investigation or trial. 

Satucos ORURO the group has units in various 
Bolivian cities. Members included former MAS 
cabinet members and other former elected 
MAS officials who were caught in earlier 
corruption scandals and charged with sedition 
and terrorism this past year due to comments 
made regarding the 2019 protests. Human 
Rights Watch has called these charges a 
disproportionate response to the comments. 

Possible impacts Naming and picturing 
journalists who allegedly deserve to be 
targeted as traitors or terrorists for supporting 
the coup or opposing the MAS government  
could place them at risk for physical violence.

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Narrative frames  
MAS should seek justice 
and avenge the 2019 coup 
that damaged the party's 
reputation 

There are no "independent" 
journalists 

Popularity  
26 reactions, 4 comments 
and 17 shares; The page 
sharing the content has 
1.8K followers 

Civic impact -3 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/3dRgR3F 

Publication date 
October 21, 2020

BO_295  "El Golpe de Estado no se 
Olvida — Periodistas Vendidos" 
("The Coup will not be forgotten — Sell-
out journalists")
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description WhatsApp screen cap posted on Facebook 
allegedly showing a conversation between user "Lisbeth Coca” 
and an interlocutor, in which Coca says that once President-
Elect Luis Arce takes office the "rightwing will be crying blood.” 
Coca claims that she is set to become the new health minister 
and that once installed, she will bring Cuban doctors back to 
Bolivia and will round up other doctors and assassinate them. 

Context This appears to be a doctored or fabricated WhatsApp 
conversation designed to promote the idea that once Arce 
takes office, the MAS party will seek revenge against those 
who opposed it during the post-election conflict of 2019. 
Bolivian doctors were vocal in their opposition to the party 
before the 2019 elections, due to attempts by the government 
to impose additional regulation on their work.  

The topic of Cuban doctors is also controversial, as some 
doctors had claimed that there were many unqualified Cuban 
doctors working in the country and that the Bolivian 
government had been using public funds to pay their wages 
and benefits.  

Whether "Lisbeth Coca" is an actual person could not be 
ascertained. The last name of "Coca" may have been an 
attempt by the item’s creator to suggest that the speaker was 
of indigenous heritage. The image was originally shared 
without any supporting information or attempt to explain its 
origins or how it was obtained. 

In the comments on the post that shared the original item the 
poster shares a screenshot of the alleged Facebook profile of 
"Lisbeth Coca Calderón" with a profile photo that matches the 
one in the WhatsApp chat, but no link, raising suspicions that it 
was a doctored or fabricated image.  

A search for public-facing profiles with the name "Lisbeth Coca 
Calderón" yielded one individual who does appear to be a MAS 
supporter, but does not show any medical background. 

Possible impacts This likely item of disinformation is designed 
to further the narrative that the new MAS government will go 
after its opponents, to the point of assassination. In one 
comment in the posting, there is a threat against the person in 
the chat log, "Pobre pelotuda antes de q cante el gallo estarás 
muerta masillama!" (poor asshole, before the rooster sings, 
you'll be dead).The item could also result in the harassment of 
the actual “Lisbeth Coca”. 

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Narrative frames  
The MAS party is out for 
revenge and will 
implement authoritarian 
measures 

Popularity  
83 reactions, 27 
comments and 380 shares; 
The item may have been 
circulated on WhatsApp 

Civic impact -3 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/3mij0sd 

Publication date 
October 21, 2020

BO_294  Whatsapp chat - 
medicos bolivianos 
(Whatsapp chat - threatening 
Bolivian doctors)
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description Captioned photo posted on the 
Facebook page of iconic left-wing indigenist and 
Aymara intellectual, Felipe Quispe.  

According to this item, indigenous right-wing 
politician and current Vice Minister of 
Decolonization, Rafael Quispe, should be 
beheaded, as Quispe previously announced that 
he'd bet his head that MAS would not win. 

In the image, Rafael Quispe shown as a chicken, 
the classic symbol of cowardice. His decapitator 
is a condor, symbol of the strength of the 
Andean cultures that form the base of the MAS 
party.  

Context Rafael Quispe’s humorous memes and 
videos have gained him a following among right-
wing and anti-MAS audiences. He is also viewed 
as a traitor by some indigenous/anti-right wing 
people, as he has held various positions in 
Añez's cabinet since 2019. 

In late September, 2020, Quispe announced that 
he held a coca ritual to discover who would be 
the next Bolivian president. According to Quispe, 
the coca told him that MAS would lose the 
election, which prompted him to bet his head 
that MAS would not win. The party, of course, 
went on to win the October 18 election by a wide 
margin.  

Felipe Quispe is described on his Wikipedia page 
as an "historian and political leader in Bolivia. He 
heads the Pachakuti Indigenous Movement 
(MIP) and has been general secretary of the 
United Union Confederation of Working Peasants 
of Bolivia (CSUTCB)". 

The comments in this item largely celebrate 
MAS' victory and demand that Felipe Quispe to 
be offered a post in the MAS government.  

Possible impacts This item could result in harm 
toward Rafael Quispe and other anti-MAS 
leaders because it validates the idea that they 
deserve to die. 

Theme/s  
Presidential and 
congressional elections 

Narrative frames  
MAS should seek justice 
and avenge the 2019 coup 
that damaged the party's 
reputation 

Popularity  
4K reactions, 500 
comments and 8.6K 
shares 

Civic impact -2 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/3mgnq2u 

Publication date 
October 21, 2020BO_298  La gallina rafael, arias el 

"Rata" dijo que daría su cabeza 
(Rafael the hen, arias the "Rat" said he 
would give his head.)
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[ WORDS TO PAY ATTENTION TO ]
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fraude pactado (agreed upon fraud) 

fraude nivel saco y corbata (a high-level "suit and tie" fraud) 

entregaron la democracia a los comunistas (they gave democracy to the communists) 

que se anule la sigla del mas (MAS' legal status should be cancelled) 

el fraude lo hicieron desde adentro (they organized the fraud from within) 

Narcoterrorismo (narco-terrorism) 

Terrorista (terrorists) 

movimientos terroristas (terrorist movement) 

Bolivia esta como Venezuela (Bolivia is like Venezuela) 

gente conformista y mediocre (conformist and mediocre people) 

maleantes ignorante (bad and ignorant people) 

seremos la nueva venezuela (we will be the new Venezuela) 

todo está confabulado (everything has been conspired) 

están comprados (they've been bought) 

nos quieren volver a robar  (they want to steal from us again) 

es hora de salir a las calles  (it's time to take it to the streets) 

acabar con los masistas (let's get rid of the masistas) 

fraude científico (scientific fraud) 

fraude encubierto (covert fraud) 

el fraude de Murillo (Murillo’s fraud)

TERMS USED BY MAS OPPONENTS

Vendepatria (traitor to the nation) 

evo de nuevo siempre carajo (evo again for always, fuck yeah) 

Cambas de mierda (shitty cambas) 

Cambas opas (dumb cambas) 

Llorones (whiners) 

Chonchocoro, Palmasola (names of prisons) 

Pictures of faces as attack targets

TERMS USED BY MAS SUPPORTERS

Images of ""poo"" as itself or as an icon

TERMS USED BY ALL SIDES
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[ FACEBOOK PAGES, PROFILES AND GROUPS TO MONITOR ]
• Antifa Bolivia (298 followers)
• Unión Juvenil Cruceñista (107.3K

followers)
• Resistencia Juvenil Cochala (9.7K

followers)
• Comité Cívico Pro Santa Cruz (268.5K

followers)
• CREEMOS (31.2K followers)
• Satucos Oruro (1.8K followers)
• Detrás de la verdad (532.5K followers)
• Mucha Bierdanga TV (164.2K followers)
• Resistencia Juvenil km. 0 (7.5K followers)
• AloMarianelanoticias (50.4K followers)
• Las Calles Bolivia (52.7K followers)
• Yo no soy masista v2 (52.1K followers)
• Mas-Ipsp Potosí_Bolivia (34K followers)
• El Pi0joC4br0n (86.8K followers)
• Rony Analiza (20.8K followers)
• Primera Línea (55.8 followers)
• Agustín Zambrana en El Búnker (117K

followers)
• Contragolpe (84.9K followers)
• Republicano Bolivia (214 followers)
• República Camba (3.5K followers)

PAGES

• José Luis

• Severina Ríos

• Kevin Robert

PROFILES

• CREEMOS Camacho -
Pumari (20.1K members)

• Yo Apoyo a Manfred (6.7K
members)

• Pitita Arrepentido (2.3K
members)

GROUPS
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https://www.facebook.com/antifabolivia
https://www.facebook.com/unionjuvenilsczOficial/
https://www.facebook.com/RJC.RCB.Oficial
https://www.facebook.com/ComiteProSC
https://www.facebook.com/CreemosBolivia/
https://www.facebook.com/satucosORURO/
https://www.facebook.com/detrasdelaverdadoficial/
https://www.facebook.com/muchabierdanga/
https://www.facebook.com/ResistenciaKmCero/
https://www.facebook.com/AloMarianelanoticias/
https://www.facebook.com/lascallesb/
https://www.facebook.com/Yo-No-Soy-Masista-v2-1133331916864135/
https://www.facebook.com/Mas-Ipsp-Potos%25C3%25AD_Bolivia-100179604899466/
https://www.facebook.com/Pi0joC4br0nVolveremos/
https://www.facebook.com/RonyAnaliza
https://www.facebook.com/primeralinea.info/
https://www.facebook.com/azbunker
https://www.facebook.com/contragolpe.org
https://www.facebook.com/Republicano-Bolivia-107868917774612/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/republicacamba
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100027877504391
https://www.facebook.com/zeverinak
https://www.facebook.com/robertimachy
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Creemos
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Creemos
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2652627241640695
https://www.facebook.com/groups/710666009432807/


[ COVID-19 RESEARCH ]
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Government responses to the pandemic 

Human rights violations 

Migration, displacement and refugee populations 

Politics and pandemic response 

Public health systems 

Rise of authoritarian governance practices 

Treatment and cure of COVID-19 

Vaccines, testing and other prevention and diagnostic measures 

[ THEMES ]
36



An untested treatment for COVID-19 is better than nothing 

Citizens are too stupid or selfish to follow the social isolation 
measures 

Civil society is more effective than the government 

Confinement and social distancing are absurd measures 

Strong state capacity is essential to manage COVID-19 response 

The humanitarian crisis has left Venezuelans more vulnerable than ever 
to the pandemic 

The cure or vaccine for COVID-19 exists, but governments and 
corporations are hiding it from the public 

[ NARRATIVE FRAMES ]
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description News story on the 
efforts by Government and Police to 
track down and charge people 
promoting chlorine dioxide' as a cure 
for COVID-19. The item presents 
opposing points of view—that of the 
“government” and that of a so-called 
specialist and investigative journalist 
called Carla (sic) Rovello. 

Context In Bolivia there has been an 
intense lobby on behalf of chlorine 
dioxide. Political activists, doctors 
and Evo Morales's party have been 
fighting for its free distribution, and 
on August 5, Bolivia’s Senate passed 
a bill that allows labs to produce a 
chlorine dioxide solution and 
approved it as part of the 
government’s COVID-19 treatment 
protocols. This despite warnings 
from the Pan-American Health 
Organisation, and also Bolivia’s own 
Ministry of Health, of the drug’s 
dangers. 

Possible impacts This story appears 
to present a balanced perspective on 
the chlorine dioxide issue in Boliva, 
but fails to characterise the person 
providing the counter-argument to 
the government’s point of view as a 
crusader for the use of the drug, and 
also misleadingly describes her as a 
“specialist" and “journalist.”  

Theme/s  
Treatment and cure of 
COVID-19 

Public health systems 

Narrative frames  
An untested treatment for 
COVID-19 is better than 
nothing 

Strong state capacity is 
essential to manage 
COVID-19 response 

Popularity  
It is not popular on 
Facebook (4 interactions), 
but on the another 
accounts people are 
talking a lot about it. 

Civic impact -2 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/30VlHYN 

Publication date 
July 21, 2020

BO_136  Gobierno y Policía persiguen a 
promotores de dióxido de cloro 
(Government and Police hunt or 
promoters of chlorine dioxide) BOLIVIA
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[ MEDIA ITEM ]Description This item is a 17-minute 
television interview posted by Karla Rovello 
in which an unidentified person presents 
various medical studies that allegedly 
support the use of chlorine dioxide for the 
treatment  COVID-19. 

Context On Rovello’s Facebook page—titled 
“Alimentación consciente” (Conscious food)
—she describes herself as an entrepreneur 
and health/beauty coach, and many of the 
items posted prior to COVID-19 bear that 
out: ads for nutrition workshops, videos of 
appearances on television. 

Since March, however, her posts have 
largely focused on “alternative” responses to 
COVID-19 (energy healing, vitamin therapy, 
etc), and since June she has been waging a 
campaign for chlorine dioxide to be 
accepted as a legitimate treatment for 
COVID-19, her reasoning being that with the 
number of people dying from the disease, 
the government must provide “a solution.” 
One figure referenced several times in 
Rovello’s Facebook posts is Andreas 
Kalcker, a Swiss vaccine skeptic and 
promoter of the infamous Miracle Mineral 
Supplement. 

Possible impact The impact of this item is 
complicated to assess, given the Bolivian 
Senate’s approval of the medicinal use of 
chlorine dioxide and the reportedly 
widespread use of the drug in Bolivia. 
However, given the popularity of Rovello’s 
Facebook posts, her endorsement of a 
therapy deemed dangerous by global health 
authorities could have negative health 
impacts.

Theme/s  
Politics and pandemic 
response 

Treatment and cure of 
COVID-19 

Narrative frames  
An untested treatment for 
COVID-19 is better than 
nothing 

Popularity  
77K views, 3.2K reactions, 
3.3K shares and 777 
comments 

Civic impact -2 

Post hyperlink 
https://bit.ly/2DH5D4g 

Publication date 
July 22, 2020

BOLIVIA
BO_198 Siguen 
afirmando que no hay 
estudios sobre el 
dióxido de cloro 
(They keep claiming 
that there are no 
studies on chlorine 
dioxide)
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https://bit.ly/2DH5D4g
https://bit.ly/2DH5D4g
https://airtable.com/tblql83X6vbr6VNWh/viwKfUhG1kGCC0Qse/recDFhLmmBuVlJOVJ?blocks=hide
https://airtable.com/tblql83X6vbr6VNWh/viwKfUhG1kGCC0Qse/recMaUntnkVVq0u2G


[ MEDIA ITEM ]
Theme/s  
Treatment and cure of 
COVID-19 

Narrative frames  
Civil society is more 
effective than the 
government 

Popularity  
Unable to tell 

Civic impact -1 

Post hyperlink 
N/A (WhatsApp) 

Publication date 
July 8, 2020

BO_141  Comunicado de dióxido 
de cloro (Chlorine dioxide notice)

BOLIVIA

Description A notice shared in a WhatsApp 
group of public university teachers in the city 
of Santa Cruz de la Sierra, informing them of 
the federation of teachers' purchase and 
delivery of chlorine dioxide to all university 
teachers, in keeping with guidelines issued by 
several faculties.  

Context At the Autonomous University 
Gabriel René Moreno (UAGRM), the teachers' 
federation has recommended chlorine dioxide 
as a treatment for COVID-19: 8-10 ml in one 
liter of water for people without symptoms; 
30 ml in one liter of water for those with 
symptoms; as well as eliminating from the 
diet all acidic foods (e.g. coffee, orange), 
other medications, vitamins and food 
supplements. This information was printed 
and pasted on the walls of the federation and 
also indicated verbally when teachers went to 
pick up their bottles of chlorine dioxide.  

In the WhatsApp group, which comprises 
teachers from the faculty of humanities, there 
was a debate about these recommendations.  
Some teachers rejected the measures and 
provided scientific material supporting their 
position. But others put forward the 
arguments that a) life should be more 
important than “a few side effects"; b) there 
are few cases of health damage; c) it may be 
useful in treating another diseases. Many 
agreed that the teachers federation's money 
were was well spent. 

Possible impacts This endorsement by a 
federation of university educators gives 
credibility to a treatment whose use has been 
warned against by global health authorities. 
As this item was circulated to a restricted 
group, we gave it a civic score of -1 and not -2 
or -3.
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